Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) stand as a promising chemically-active host scaffold for the encapsulation of functional guests, because they could enhance luminescent properties by molecular separation of fluorophores in the nanoscale pores of the MOF crystals. Herein, we show simultaneous nanoconfinement of two fluorophores viz. (A) Fluorescein and (B) Rhodamine B in the sodalite cages of ZIF-8, constructed under ambient conditions through a simple one-pot reaction. We report a novel dual-guest@MOF system, termed: A+B@ZIF-8, which overcomes the intrinsic problem of aggregation caused quenching in the solid-state to gain bright yellow emission under UV irradiation. Subsequently, we combine this yellow emitter with a blue-emitting photopolymer resin, to yield a 3D printable luminescent composite material. We design a number of 3D printable composite objects for converting UV into warm white light emission, achieving a high quantum yield of ~44% in the solid-state 3D printed form. This research instigates the bespoke application of a vast range of 3D printable Guest@MOF designer composites targeting energy-saving lighting devices, smart sensors and future optoelectronics.
Introduction
World's 20% of energy is consumed by lighting on planet earth. 1, 2 Consequently, substantial research in material science is focussed on the search for alternative solutions to yield more efficient solid-state lighting with enhanced quantum yield and emission lifetime. 2, 3 In the pursuit of new materials, current research has concentrated on white light generation using luminescent organic molecules, polymers with red-green-blue (RGB) emitting side chains, three-layer RGB molecular system, hybrid perovskites, supramolecular polymers and lanthanide-based phosphor-converted white lightemitting diodes. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] In the case of phosphor-converted white light-emitting diodes (LEDs), phosphors are composed of rare-earth elements that not only are of a limited supply, but also pose health hazards 9 and serious environmental impact. 10 In the light of this, there is an urgent need to develop and discover alternative materials to enable nextgeneration solid-state lighting applications.
The self-assembly of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) or porous coordination polymers (PCPs) in an orderly fashion to form periodic framework structures presents several advantages. [11] [12] [13] More recently, researchers are exploring the use of periodic chemically-active molecular spaces found in the nanoscale pores of MOFs/PCPs (acting as a 'host' framework) to confine a range of functional 'guest' species or molecular complexes. The guest confinement approach yields a guest-host system termed 'Guest@MOF' 14 that can be useful as an electrical conductor, light-emitting material, selective gas/analyte sorbent, drug carrier, and chemical sensors. [15] [16] [17] [18] For example, we have been working on a number of Guest@MOF systems to develop tuneable luminescent materials for photonics-based sensing applications. [19] [20] [21] In our studies, we found that the high concentration reaction (HCR) protocol is advantageous for: (i) rapid one-pot synthesis of nano-MOFs (e.g. nanosheets and nanostructures), (ii) in situ encapsulation of bulky guest molecules or nanoconfinement of metal complexes, and (iii) high yield of end products under ambient conditions. 19 These characteristics are the main requirements for constructing a functional material via facile guest confinement, with easy processability and future industrial-scale synthesis.
There is an increasing number of studies on Guest@MOF research reporting the encapsulation of a wide range of functional guests, such as rare-earth metals, organic dyes, carbon dots, quantum dots, and metal complexes to achieve tuneable luminescent properties and white light generation. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] Indeed, the majority of current efforts are still depending on the use of non-economical and non-environmentally friendly rare-earth metals, see the statistics in Figure S1 of the Supporting Information (SI). Additionally, recent example of synthetic methods adopted for constructing tuneable luminescent systems require multistep core-shell processing to yield multivariate guest encapsulation, 32 which is challenging to translate from lab to practical applications.
Herein we demonstrate the use of the HCR approach to accomplish the in situ multiguest encapsulation of two fluorescent dye species (rare-earth free guests), being nanoconfined within the sodalite cage of the ZIF-8 framework via a one-pot reaction under ambient conditions. First, we present the facile synthesis and detailed characterisation of the previously unreported 'A+B@ZIF-8' compound (where, A:
Fluorescein and B: Rhodamine B), which has a nanodisc morphology and emits yellow fluorescence (see Figure 1 ). Subsequently, we show how this new yellow-light emitter can be easily combined with a blue light-emitting photopolymer to form a composite that can be conveniently printed using a commercial 3-D stereolithography machine.
Finally, we demonstrate warm white light-emitting 3-D printed objects and detailed characterisation of their photophysical properties relevant to functional applications. On the one hand, we chose ZIF-8 as the host material because of its relatively large pore size within its sodalite cage (despite having small pore windows, see Figure 1a ) together with its ease of synthesis. On the other hand, we chose Fluorescein (hereby 
Results and Discussion

Rapid synthesis of dual-guest@MOF system
3-D printing of light-emitting composite objects
Photophysical properties
We have investigated in detail the optical properties of the A+B@ZIF-8 compound Table S1 ). A short lifetime of ~2 ns corresponds to emission of the mIm linker of ZIF-8, lifetime greater than 11 ns corresponds to the resin, while the lifetimes (Table S2 ). In fact, their QY values are noticeably higher versus other solid-state Guest@MOF luminescent materials found in literature, for example: QY = 30% for Zr-NDC MOF, 29 QY = 17.4% for ZJU-28, 26 and QY = 20.4% for iridium-complex@MOF. 25 
Conclusions
In summary, we show for the first time a Dual-Guest@MOF material which can be 3D printed to construct a warm white light-emitting device. Our HCR synthetic protocol is versatile as it enables simultaneous nanoscale confinement of multivariate fluorescent guest species within the MOF pores. Significantly, the separation of fluorescent dye molecules prevents the aggregation caused quenching phenomenon, therefore enabling bright light emission to be retained in the solid state. The facile one-pot synthetic strategy we demonstrated here is easy to implement and has a good yield. It can be tailored for large-scale fabrication of fluorescent materials, and adapted to confine multiple fluorescent dyes aimed at bespoke lighting applications. Finally, we show the efficacy for combining fluorescent Guest@MOF compounds with a photopolymer resin to enable 3D printing of a wide range of shapes and designs, as such opening the door to the engineering of photonic sensors, optoelectronics, and future metamaterials.
